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gain a full understanding of God's purpose so that they
might not fail in their service of man despite constant
disappointments due to man's sin and perversity. Having
been led gradually into a comprehension of God's ultimate
aim they could take fresh heart and persevere. While
Cosmas's study of Gospel texts is remarkable, his account of
the widespread expansion of Christianity forms a striking
picture. His curiosity is alert and eager; in Ethiopia he
copied inscriptions and incorporated them into his book.
It is thus to him that we owe our only record of the expedi-
tion which Ptolemy Euergetes made into Asia soon after
247 b.c. Cosmas is one of the comparatively few Byzantine
authors who have been translated into English: his work, if
one has learned the art of 'skipping', is well worth reading.
POETRY
Hymns. Antiphonal hymns were very early in use amongst
the Christians, as we know from Pliny's famous letter to
Trajan. The first Greek hymns were in classical metres—
hexameter, elegiac, iambic, anacreontic, and anapaestic;
such were those composed by Gregory of Nazianzus and
Synesius in the fourth and fifth centuries. The gradual
transition of Greek from a quantitative to an accented
language brought about the great change associated with the
name of Romanus, whereby the character of Greek hymno-
logy was finally established. The discoveries of Cardinal
Pitra confirmed the reputation of Romanus as the most
forceful and original of Greek hymn-writers. Of his life
little is known, save that he was born in Syria and became a
deacon of the church at Berytus. He migrated to Constanti-
nople in the reign of Anastasius I, and it was under Justinian
that the greater number of his hymns were composed.
Romanus was, it would seem, influenced by the poetry of
Syria, the land of his birth, though the origin of the elaborate
metrical scheme of his hymns is still obscure. Ephraem the
Syrian in his hymns had dramatized Bible stories and intro-
duced into them vivid dialogues which reappear in the poems
of Romanus. The hymns of Romanus are sermons in poetic
form, and they have much in common with such rhythmic

